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                                        Apply now for “Youth 4 German Cinema!”
                                    

                                    
                                        Youth 4 German Cinema takes high-school students backstage for a glimpse into the workings of the international film festival Berlin & Beyond. In doing so, students are introduced to the German language cinema landscape and learn about filmmaking, film criticism and international films as a whole.
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                                            The Award of Excellence is back!  
                                        

                                        
                                            This year’s award is all about teenagers and social media in Germany. What do teenagers think about social media and how do they use them? Listen to the podcast, take the quiz, and get the chance to win a German language course in Germany!
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                                            Little Gems – The best Commercials
                                        

                                        
                                            In Germany, just as in the US, television and commercials go hand in hand. Most of the time TV-ads make you want to change channels or press mute. But if you take a closer look, you can discover little gems.
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									We provide you with a great variety of videos, podcasts and worksheets that you can use in class without much preparation time
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									Do you want to be kept up to date? We'll be happy to send you our newsletter with the latest news on Step into German – subscribe now!
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                                        Here you can vote monthly for videos in our German charts to decide which come into the Top Ten. You can submit your votes through the end of the month. Every month you can generate your five favorites and also five new songs from the German charts.
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                                    Podcast “Tune into Germany”
                                


                                
                                    
                                        In our podcast series "Tune into Germany" we introduce you to various topics from Germany. Get ready for exciting stories from politics, society, culture, sport, and interesting personalities who have made or are making a difference. In German, of course!
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